Maximize Your Results
Follow the chart below to ensure you maximize your results
1. Fuel economy will increase immediately and continue to increase until it hits its highest peak.
This happens a lot where you will see immediate results and typically happens in a vehicle with low mileage.You will also notice a difference
in the power & performance of the vehicle.

2. Mileage may go up immediately, drop for a few tanks then gradually go up until it hits its peak.
Your vehicle may get immediate results. Then as GF2 starts stripping away the carbon and sludge, the cleaning process begins and you
will decrease in fuel economy. As the cleaning process concludes the fuel economy begins to improve. Keep Double Dosing.

3. You may not see much improvement the first few tanks then it will begin to increase until it hits its peak.
This could happen for a number of reasons. Could be due to driving patterns, road conditions, heavy load in the vehicle or just the initial
cleaning process that the engine is going through. Keep double dosing.

4. Mileage may decrease on the first few tanks and then gradually go up until it hits its peak.

Double Dose the
First 8 Tanks for
Optimum Results.

Miles per tank

This is typical with higher mileage vehicles. The engine will go through a cleaning process burning off carbon inside the engine. It could
also be the vehicles computer which sometimes take time to adjust and reflect the fuel economy. Keep double dosing.

# of tanks Dosed
GF2 Fuel Enhancer is a proven product and is backed with chemistry. It works every time all the time. If your vehicle has carbon buildup the product
will begin cleaning out the carbon. When carbon is present, it fights against the combustion catalyst. If your fuel economy drops that means the product
is working. Stay consistent with dosing. As the carbon begins to minimize you will notice the fuel economy will continue to improve.
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